INTRODUCTION
From primary and secondary biosynthetic sites in the cytosol and mitochondri-a1 matrix, respectively, proteins and lipids are distributed to more than 30 final destinations in membranes or membrane-bound spaces, where they carry out their programmed function. Work in recent years has started to elucidate how the cell manages to perform this considerable sorting task. Thirty years after Porter et al. (1945) discovered the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-the main avenue for the transport of proteins and lipids in eukaryotic cells (Jamieson and Palade, 1971; Palade, 1975 )-the signal hypothesis (Blobel and Sabatini, 1971; Blobel and Dobberstein, 1975a,b) provided the first molecular explanation for the sorting of secretory proteins into the ER lumen. The rate of progress in the last 8 years has been exponential. Palade's suggestion (1975) that the secretory pathway could be utilized to transport molecules destined to reside in the various segments of the pathway itself or in branches of it (such as membrane glycoproteins of the ER, lysosomes, and plasma membrane) has been widely confirmed. Considerable information has been gathered on the intracellular processing of these proteins, particularly on their glycosylation, on the role of signal sequences in protein translocation, and on how hydrolases are imported into lysosomes. The transport of proteins into mitochondria and chloroplasts is now much better understood.
In spite of these advances, our knowledge of the precise mechanisms determining the final location of cellular proteins and lipids is still very scant. The initial hope of finding just a few very general mechanisms has been replaced by more eclectic expectations, as new exceptions to "rules'' are described. The development of new model systems, our recently acquired ability to modify genes and reintroduce and express them in eukaryotic cells, and more powerful and sensitive immunolocalization techniques are expected to enable us to provide answers to some of the questions.
In this article we will update the information available on the sorting of molecules in the secretory pathway. Rather than extensively reviewing each subject, we refer the reader to some excellent reviews recently published whenever needed. We have concentrated on a few areas which, we feel, will provide important information in the near future.
II. MOLECULAR SORTING: DEFINITIONS AND FACTORS INVOLVED
Molecular sorting is defined in this article, in its most general sense, as the sum of the mechanisms that determine the distribution of a given molecule from its site of synthesis to its site of function in the cell. Because most of the work in this regard has been centered on protein sorting, we deal mostly with this aspect.
The final site of residence of a protein in a eukaryotic cell is determined by a combination of various factors, acting in concert: site of synthesis; sorting signals or "zip codes;" signal recognition or decoding mechanisms; cotranslational or posttranslational mechanisms for translocation across membranes; specific fusion-fission interactions between intracellular vesicular compartments; and restrictions to the lateral mobility in the plane of the bilayer.
Very little is known about how the differences in lipid compositions of the various cell membranes are generated or about what mechanisms are resposible for their characteristic asymmetric distribution in different halves of the bilayer.
A. Site of Synthesis
Except for a small percentage of mitochondria1 and chloroplast polypeptides which are coded by local DNA and synthesized within these organelles, all other cell proteins have a major site of synthesis: the cytosolic polysomes, either free in the cytoplasmic matrix or bound to the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum. Two principal sites of synthesis also exist for the other major component of membranes, the lipids; these sites are the mitochondria (minor site, mostly producer of cardiolipin) and the ER (major producer of phospholipids and cholesterol) Jelsema and Morre, 1978; Op den Kamp, 1979; Bell and Coleman, 1980) . Addition of carbohydrates to glycoproteins and glycolipids also occurs in two major stages: core glycosylation in the ER followed by trimming of this core and addition of branch carbohydrates in the ER and Golgi apparatus (Parodi and Leloir, 1979; Lennarz, 1980; Hubbard and Ivatt, 1981 ).
Sorting Signals or "Zip Codes," Addressing Signals
From the two major sites of synthesis, proteins, glycoproteins, and lipids are distributed to more than 30 membranes or membrane-bound organellar spaces, each of them with a very characteristic composition. Progress in recent years, in particular the confirmation of the "signal hypothesis" (Blobel and Sabatini, 1971; Blobel and Dobberstein, 1975a,b) , has substantiated the belief that specific structural features in polypeptides, encoded in their mRNA, guide their subcellular distribution. Furthermore, proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates have very defined orientations with respect to the plane of the bilayer, a characteristic which implies that the sorting mechanisms must work in close collaboration with systems to translocate the molecules across the bilayer.
At the moment of synthesis, the cell makes an initial decision on the destination of the proteins based on the possession, by some of them, of specific structural features or "primary addressing signals" (Table I) . Secretory proteins and transmembrane or luminal glycoproteins destined to go to the various seg- Blobel (1980) ; (3) Kreil(1981) ; (4) Sabatini er al. (1982) ; ( 5 ) Lusis and Swank (1980) ; (6) Novikoff (1976); (7) Kreibich et al. (1978a-c) ; (8) Lazarow (1980) ; (9) Lodish et al. (1981) ; (10) Strawser and Touster (1980) ; (11) Sly (1982); (12) Branton e? al. (1981) ; (13) Chua and Schmidt (1979) ; (14) Poyton (1983) . ments of the secretory pathway (ER, Golgi, plasma membrane), or to branches of it (lysosomes), are cotrunslutionally translocated through the membrane of the rough ER. The structural information in these proteins, or primary addressing signal, is the signal sequence, which is a stretch of 15-30 hydrophobic amino acids, is usually located at the amino terminal end, and is cleaved cotranslationally by a signal peptidase. As predicted by Blobel and Sabatini (1971) , the first evidence for its existence came from in vitro translation experiments by Milstein et ul. (1972) , who showed that immunoglobulin light chains exhibited extra amino acids at the amino-terminal end when synthesized from mRNA in a reticulocyte lysate in the absence, but not in the presence, of microsomal mem-branes. Blobel and Dobberstein (1975a,b) obtained the crucial experimental evidence that led to the formulation of the signal hypothesis and the concept of cotranslational segregation. They found (1) synthesis of a large precursor in a cell-free translation system programmed with Ig light chain mRNA, and (2) segregation of normal-size Ig light chains in the microsomal lumen when membranes were added before the start, but not after the completion, of protein synthesis. Subsequently, the existence of precursors was demonstrated for a wide variety of secretory (Blobel et al., 1979) and membrane-bound Sabatini et al., 1982) polypeptides. Sequence information for many of them has been obtained by protein sequencing or, more frequently in recent years, from sequencing cDNA or cloned genes. A discussion of the structure of the signal sequences and their role in protein translocation can be found in the first four articles of this volume. Much of the direct evidence for this role comes from work in prokaryotic systems (reviewed by Davis and Tai, 1980; Emr et a/. , 1980; Kreil, 1981 ; see also articles by Duffaud et al. and Bankaitis el al., this volume).
Cotranslationally operating hydrophobic sequences which are permanent features of the protein participate in the insertion of cytochrome P-450 and in the translocation across the ER membrane of influenza virus neuraminidase (Bar-Nun et al., 1980; Blok er d . , 1982) .
Transient amino-terminal sequences are apparently also responsible for the transfer of several proteins into mitochondria and chloroplasts (Chua and Schmidt, 1979; Poyton, 1983 ; and article by Reid, this volume). The function of this second type of primary addressing signals is different, however, from that of the signal sequences, since these proteins are synthesized by free polysomes and translocated posttranslationally.
Other primary addressing signals operating via posttranslational translocation mechanisms are involved in the distribution of peroxisomal and nuclear matrix proteins, which are also synthesized in free cytoplasmic polysomes (Table I) . Free polysomes also participate in the synthesis of proteins associated with the cytoplasmic domain of several organelles, such as cytochrome b, and NADHcytochrome b, reductase (Borgese and Gaetani, 1980; Rachubinski et al., 1980) . Proteins that remain in the cytosol after synthesis by free polysomes presumably lack organellar addressing signals.
In addition to the primary addressing signals mentioned above, other features in the polypeptide chain are thought to be responsible for the particular distribution of proteins within organelles or chains of interconnected organelles (such as those in the secretory pathway). These secondary "sorting signals," or "addressing signals," may also be added co-or posttranslationally to the protein but, of course, the type or the degree of the modification is ultimately determined by structural information in the peptide chain. For example, only proteins which expose in the lumen of the ER Asn-X-Ser(Thr) groups will be core glycosylated; additional information is required to determine whether that core will be processed to simple or complex residues or to terminal mannose 6-phosphate groups that will target the protein to the lysosomes (Hubbard and Ivatt, 1981; Sly, 1982; Pollack and Atkinson, 1983) .
The mannose 6-phosphate group of lysosomal proteins is the only well-characterized "secondary addressing signal. " Like secretory proteins, lysosomal hydrolases are synthesized as larger precursors, inserted into the ER lumen via transient signal sequences, and glycosylated by transfer of a mannose-rich core oligosaccharide (see Sly, 1982) . This core is processed differently, however, in lysosomal proteins: the action of two enzymes in the Golgi apparatus results in the exposure of several mannose 6-phosphate residues, responsible for the targeting to their final destination (see Section IILD).
C. Signal Recognition or Decoding Mechanisms
The sorting signals must be read and interpreted by specific decoding mechanisms. Advances have been made in recent years in identifying the decoding mechanism for the signal sequence (see Section IV,A,l). A receptor for the mannose 6-P groups of lysosomal proteins-located on the cell surface and, most crucially, in the Golgi apparatus-appears to play a role in the transport to lysosomes (Sly, 1982; see Section 111,D) . No information is available yet on the decoding systems for the signals of other organellar proteins.
D. Cotranslational and Posttranslational Mechanisms for Translocation across Membranes
Proteins which have hydrophilic segments exposed on the noncytoplasmic or "ecto" domain of membranes require special translocation systems. It is now clear that proteins are translocated across membranes using either co-or posttranslational mechanisms but very little is known about the events taking place at the molecular level. Cotranslational translocation is the preferred procedure for exported proteins and transmembrane glycoproteins; it appears to be a very useful method to prevent the accumulation of potentially dangerous secretory toxins in the cytosol. As mentioned, posttranslational translocation has been shown to occur for mitochondria1 and chloroplast proteins and peroxisomal enzymes (Dobberstein et d., 1977; Goldman and Blobel, 1978; Chua and Schmidt, 1979; Poyton, 1983 ).
An interesting example of posttranslational translocation is the entrance of bacterial and plant toxins into cells (Pappenheimer, 1978) . These toxins (such as diphtheria and tetanus toxin and ricin) possess a domain that recognizes specific receptors in the plasma membrane and mediates translocation across the bilayer and a second domain responsible for the toxicity. Membrane penetration is triggered by a slightly acidic pH; it has been shown that these toxins enter the cell via receptor-mediated endocytosis and reach the cytoplasm through the membrane of prelysosomal vesicles (or "endosomes") with acid pH contents (Donovan et a / . , 1981; Boquet and Duflot, 1982) . Similar mechanisms appear to be responsible for the fusogenic properties of various viral envelope glycoproteins (see White et a / . , 1983) and the penetration of enveloped RNA viruses into cells (Marsh et al., 1983) .
E. Specific Fusion-Fission interactions between lntracellular Vesicular Compartments
Work during recent years has clearly demonstrated that intracellular compartments communicate with each other through a vast and apparently complex traffic of vesicles. The best-studied process is the endocytosis of macromolecules, a property which, like secretion, appears to be constitutive to all cells (see Steinman el al., 1983, for a review). It has been shown that some receptors are interiorized after binding to their respective ligands, dissociated under the effect of the low pH of the "endosomal" compartments, and recycled back to the cell surface. This mechanism implies that a given protein may be found, albeit at different concentrations, in various cellular compartments. The same concept applies to the segregation, during biogenesis, of components destined to the different segments of the secretory pathway (rough and smooth ER, Golgi, plasma membrane). Specific fusion-fission interactions between the different cellular compartments are responsible for conferring selectivity to this movement of material, but no information is available on the molecular details underlying these interactions. Evidence from work with fusogenic viral glycoproteins indicates that restricted amino acid sequences may be responsible for the fusing capacity and that single amino acid substitutions may block it (White et a / . , 1983) . Further work is needed to determine the generality of this mechanism in the fusion between cellular vesicles.
F. Restrictions on Lateral Mobility in the Plane of the Bilayer
Interactions with peripheral or transmenibrane proteins which are specific to a particular membrane and which do not participate in recycling may be an important mechanism to stabilize the composition of a given membrane. All proteins belonging to such a membrane would share "retention signals" (specific se-quences or conformational features) that recognize the primary organellar structural protein which, in order for the system to work, must possess the ability to interact with other similar molecules. Organelles connected by flow of membrane material (such as the different segments of the secretory pathway) would be, according to this view, composed of one or more primary structural proteins (probably conferring the shape of the organelle), associated secondary proteins (carrying out the specific functions of the organelle), and proteins in transit to other organelles. A beautiful example of the interactions described in this paragraph is provided by the work of Branton and colleagues, describing the relationship of peripheral proteins in red blood cells, such as ankyryn and spectrin, with integral membrane proteins and the cytoskeleton (Branton et al., 1981) . Another possible example is the ribophorins I and 11, which have been postulated to carry the ribosome binding sites and perhaps to be responsible for the typical shape of the rough ER (Kreibich et al., 1978a-c) .
Restrictions to the lateral mobility in the plane of the bilayer may also be caused by interaction with extracellular molecules, such as collagen, fibronectin, or laminin, or by the presence of uninterrupted discontinuities in the bilayer, such as the occluding junctions that separate the apical and basolateral regions of the epithelial cell plasmalemma (see Section IV,C,2).
G. Lipid Sorting
Most of the terminal steps in phospholipid and cholesterol synthesis are carried out by enzymes in the ER Jelsema and Morre, 1978; Op de Kamp, 1979; Bell and Coleman, 1980) . However, cholesterol is almost absent from ER membranes (cholestero1:phospholipid ratio, 1: lo), has intermediate concentrations in the Golgi apparatus, and is a major component of plasma membranes (cholestero1:phospholipid ratio, 1 : 1). The factors that govern these differential lipid distributions in specific subcellular locations are completely unknown. Equally unknown are the mechanisms responsible for the asymmetric localization of phospholipids in the plasma membrane: aminophosphatides in the inner half, choline phosphatides and glycolipids in the outer half (Bretscher, 1973; Verkleij et al., 1973; Renooij et al., 1974; Rothman and Lenard, 1977) . Other important questions are as follows: Do all or only some of the cell membranes have the necessary machinery to generate lipid asymmetry? Are the intracellular pathways for lipids the same or do they differ to a certain extent from those followed by the proteins? What is the biological role of lipid asymmetry? The observation that fluorescent lipid analogs adopt specific surface and intracellular distributions, depending on the lipid, and are transported and metabolized within the cell (Pagan0 and Longmuir, 1983) opens the possibility of providing answers to some of these questions.
MOLECULAR SORTING IN THE SECRETORY PATHWAY

A. The Secretory Pathway
It is now well documented that the secretory pathway not only functions as a protein export system but is also a main molecular distribution system in the cell. Originally described in glandular epithelial cells, it is found, although modified, in every eukaryotic cell type (Palade, 19751, including yeast. Secretory proteins undergo the following biosynthetic and processing steps (Jamieson and Palade, 1971, 1977; Palade, 1975) : (1) synthesis of a precursor (or preprotein) by polysomes attached to the outer surface of the rough ER; (2) segregation into the ER cistemae, mediated by a signal sequence; (3) intracellular transport via transitional smooth ER vesicles to the Golgi complex; (4) concentration and storage in secretory granules in cells with "regulated" secretion; this step is absent in cells with continuous or "nonregulated" secretion; and (5) exocytosis.
B. Sorting in the Endoplasmic Reticulum
There is now a large body of evidence indicating that the secretory pathway participates in the synthesis, processing, and distribution of lysosomal hydrolases and plasma membrane glycoproteins. Although it is believed that the same is true for integral membrane proteins of ER, Golgi, lysosomes, and peroxisomes, no experimental proof is available because of the unavailability of purified markers. The ER appears to possess a population of intrinsic transmembrane glycoproteins (Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 1978a,b) , with their carbohydrate residues exposed in the luminal surface (Hirano et al., 1972) . Lectins specific for mannose or glucose residues (such as concanavalin A), but not lectins with affinity for branch carbohydrates (such as ricin or wheat germ agglutinin) bind to the luminal side of ER membranes (Hirano et al., 1972;  Rodriguez-Boulan et a/. , 1978a). Only two integral ER glycoproteins have been characterized in some detail: ribophorins I and 11, believed to be the ribosome attachment sites (Kreibich et al., 1978a-c) . The membrane glycoproteins of viruses that bud from the RER, such as the rotaviruses (see Section IV,C,3), or of mutants of surface-budding viruses with defects in the exit of the glycoproteins from the ER (Lafay, 1974; Knipe et al., 1977a; Lohmeyer and Klenk, 1979; Rodriguez-Boulan el al., 1984) , should provide a useful system to study the biogenesis of ER integral transmembrane proteins.
From a biogenetic point of view, it is important to elucidate what factors determine that some proteins remain in the ER after synthesis, while others move ahead to the Golgi, lysosomes, or plasma membrane. Is it the possession of a "retention signal" (see Section II,F) in ER proteins designed to interact with other ER-specific proteins or is it the lack of "addressing signals" designed to interact with specific mechanisms that mediate the transport away from the ER? Different secretory or membrane proteins are transported from ER to the Golgi at very different rates, a finding which has been interpreted as meaning that one or more specific receptors, presumably carbohydrates, are involved in this process ( Strous and Lodish, 1980; Lodish et al., 1983; Lodish and Kong, 1984; Fitting and Kabat, 1982; Ledford and Davis, 1983 ). An alternative explanation of these experiments would be that secretory proteins differ in the strength of their interactions with ER components, a characteristic which results in different retention times in this organelle. It is known that some ER proteins can be detected, albeit at reduced concentrations, in the Golgi apparatus (Ehrenreich et al., 1973; It0 and Palade, 1978) , possibly in the proximal or cis cisternae. It is possible that multiple mechanisms coexist and determine transport between ER and Golgi: Retention signals in ER proteins may prevent their diffusion away from the ER; those that escape and are carried to the Golgi together with proteins destined to other organelles are recycled back to the ER because of the lack of "addressing signals' ' that determine the compartmentalization into specific post-Golgi vesicles. A discussion of some recent molecular data on the movement of proteins between the ER and Golgi, provided by recombinant DNA work, can be found in Section IV,E.
C. Sorting in the Golgi Apparatus
The role of the Golgi apparatus as a major sorting center in the cell is well recognized (Farquhar and Palade, 1981; Rothman, 1981; Farquhar, 1983) . The Golgi apparatus is ideally placed at the crossroads of the exocytic and endocytic pathways to carry out this function. The structure and function of this organelle have been extensively reviewed (Whaley and Dauwalder, 1979; Tartakoff, 1980; Farquhar and Palade, 1981) . It consists of a stack of 4-10 smooth-surfaced cisternae, usually with dilated rims, associated vesicles (some of them coated), and vacuoles. Morphologically, the Golgi complex sometimes displays a clear polarity, with the proximal or cis cisternae facing the endoplasmic reticulum and the distal or trans cisternae facing either the nucleus or the plasmalemma (because of a general spiral or coiled organization). Membrane thickness increases progressively from proximal to distal cisternae. Biochemical polarity is evident in the differential enzyme distribution, detected by cytochemical and immunocytological procedures [thiamine pyrophosphatase (TPPase), nucleoside diphosphatase (NDPase), and galactosyltransferase are markers of the distal cisternae (Novikoff et al., 1971; Novikoff and Novikoff, 1977; Roth and Berger, 1982) ], and in the asymmetric distribution of lectin-binding sites [Ricinus communis agglutinin, with affinity for galactose residues, binds preferentially to the distal cisternae in some cell types (Griffiths et al., 1982; Tartakoff and Vassali, 1983) l.
Major enzymatic activities associated with the Golgi stack are glycosidases involved in the trimming of carbohydrate residues from core oligosaccharides, transferases for addition of N-acetylglucosamine, galactose, fucose, and sialic acid to glycoproteins (Parodi and Leloir, 1979; Schachter and Roseman, 1980; Lennarz, 1980) , transferases for the incorporation of galactose and sialic acid to glycolipids (cerebrosides and gangliosides), sulfotransferases, and proteases involved in the processing of proproteins (Young, 1973; Steiner et af., 1970; reviewed in Farquhar and Palade, 1981) . The two enzymes responsible for the addition of mannose 6-phosphate groups to lysosomal hydrolases, an N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase and a phosphodiesterase, also appear to be localized in the Golgi complex (Varki and Kornfeld, 1980; Reitman and Kornfeld, 1981) . More recently, four initial Golgi enzymes of the glycosylation pathway (mannosidase I, N-acetylglucosaminetransferase I, mannosidase 11, and N-acetylglucosaminetransferase 11) were resolved from two late enzymes (galactosyltransferase and sialyltransferase) by sucrose-gradient centrifugation (Dunphy and Rothman, 1983) .
These typical enzymatic activities of the Golgi apparatus have been very useful in assessing the passage of various classes of proteins through the organelle. As a consequence of the addition of terminal carbohydrates, glycoproteins become resistant to the action of endoglycosidase H; this provides a simple test for the passage of some glycoproteins through the Golgi complex (Robbins et af., 1977) . It is now clear that secretory proteins, plasma membrane glycoproteins, and lysosomal hydrolases undergo biochemical modifications typical of passage through the Golgi apparatus (Farquhar and Palade, 1981; Rothman, 1981; Strawser and Touster, 1980; Sly, 1982) . Coated vesicles have been postulated to participate in the post-Golgi transport of plasma membrane proteins Rothman et uf., 1980) and lysosomal hydrolases (Friend and Farquhar, 1967) . A special cellular structure associated with the ER and the Golgi, or GERL, has been proposed on the basis of cytochemical evidence as an organelle involved in the biogenesis of lysosomal hydrolases (Novi koff, 1976) .
Although no structural or biogenetic information is available on intrinsic Golgi proteins, it may be assumed that transmembrane glycoproteins in the organelle are inserted into the ER membrane via signal sequences and then transported to the Golgi apparatus, as shown for plasma membrane glycoproteins (see Section III,D and E). At least three Golgi proteins, including the classic marker galactosyltransferase, have already been purified (Louvard et af., 1982; Roth and Berger, 1982) and antibodies against them have been raised and used for immunolocalization studies. It has been shown, using antibodies against galac-tosyltransferase, that this typical Golgi enzyme is synthesized in the ER and transported to the Golgi apparatus in approximately 20 minutes, where it stays for an average of about 20 hours (Strous et al., 1983; Strous and Berger, 1982) .
D. Sorting of Lysosomal Proteins
Lysosomal hydrolases are synthesized as larger precursors and inserted via signal sequences into the ER lumen (Erickson and Blobel, 1979; Hasilik and Neufeld, 1980a; Rosenfeld et al., 1982) . Like secretory proteins, they are cotranslationally glycosylated by transfer of a GlcNAc,-Man,-Glc, oligosaccharide from dolichol phosphate. The glucose residues are trimmed by specific glycosidases in the ER, and N-acetylglucosamine 1-phosphate is added to the 6 position of several mannose residues of the high-mannose oligosaccharides (Tabas and Kornfeld, 1980; Hasilik and Neufeld, 1980b) . Subsequently, a phosphodiesterase removes, probably in the Golgi, the N-acetylglucosamine residues and exposes the phosphate groups on the mannose residues (Varki and Kornfeld, 1980; Hasilik et al., 1981) . These mannose 6-phosphate groups are recognized by specific receptors, presumably in the Golgi apparatus or GERL region, that mediate the transfer to the lysosomes (see Sly, 1982 , for a recent review). Recently, Brown and Farquhar (1984) have localized these receptors with monospecific antibodies and immunoelectron microscopy to cisternae and coated vesicles in the cis Golgi apparatus. Mannose 6-P groups also mediate an alternative pathway of the hydrolases to the lysosomes: the uptake from the medium via receptor-mediated endocytosis. The relationship between the receptors that mediate this secretion-recapture pathway (Neufeld et al., 1977) and the intracellular receptors for mannose 6-P is not yet totally understood.
E. Sorting of Plasma Membrane Glycoproteins
The last decade has seen an explosive increase in information on the structure and biogenesis of plasma membrane proteins. The availability of DNA cloning and sequencing techniques is accelerating this process even further. Table I1 summarizes structural and biogenetic data for some of the best-studied plasma membrane glycoproteins.
It is now well established that, like secretory proteins, plasma membrane glycoproteins are (1) produced by polysomes bound to the ER and inserted cotranslationally into its membrane via signal sequences Garoff et al., 1978; Lingappa et al., 1978; Dobberstein et al., 1979; Krangel et al., 1979) ; (2) cotranslationally glycosylated by transfer in block from dolichol phosphate of a core oligosaccharide, GlcNAc,-Man,-Glc,, which is later trimmed and further processed by ER and Golgi enzymes to the simple or complex residues found in mature glycoproteins (Hunt et al., 1978; Leblond and Bennet, 1977; Lennarz, 1980; Parodi and Leloir, 1979; Robbins et al., 1977; Schachter and P.oseman, 1980; Tabas et al., 1978; Hubbard and Ivatt, 1981) ; (3) subject to additional processing, such as proteolytic cleavage, sulfation, and covalent linking of lipids (Lazarowitz and Choppin, 1975; Nakamura and Compans, 1977; Schmidt and Schlessinger, 1979) . A major difference from secretory proteins is the possession of additional hydrophobic sequences responsible for the anchoring to the lipid bilayer (Garoff and Soderlund, 1978; Kehry er al., 1980; Rose er al., 1980; Gething and Sambrook, 1982; Sveda et al., 1982) .
Because of the large amounts produced by the infected cells and other experimental advantages (see Section IV,C, l ) , the membrane glycoproteins of three enveloped viruses-vesicular stomatitis (VSV) G protein, Semliki Forest virus El, E2, and E3 envelope proteins, and the influenza hemagglutinin (HA)-are the best-Characterized members of the group (Lenard, 1978; . Morphological details of the intracellular pathway are available, in fact, only for them (Bergmann et al., 1981; J. Green et al., 1981; Wehland et ul., 1982; Bergeron et al., 1982; Rindler et al., 1982; Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 1984) . These studies have confirmed previous biochemical evidence: the glycoproteins are detected initially in the ER, 10 minutes later in the Golgi apparatus, and 30-40 minutes later in the cell surface. Although these major steps are clear, some confusion remains regarding the nature of the intermediate carrier vesicles. Evidence obtained by cell fractionation experiments suggests the participation of coated vesicles in the transport of G protein between ER and Golgi, and between Golgi and plasma membrane . A morphological demonstration, however, was not available. In fact, in immunoelectron microscopy experiments using a temperaturesensitive mutant of influenza, with a reversible block in the HA exit from the ER that was used to synchronize its migration, the vesicles that became labeled at intermediate times between Golgi and the cell surface were smooth and larger than coated vesicles .
In spite of the considerable amount of information on the structure and processing of plasma membrane glycoproteins, very little is known about how their sorting is carried out. Different glycoproteins exhibit different orientations in the plasma membrane; the most frequent is amino-terminal end in the external domain, carboxy-terminal end in the cytoplasmic domain (Table 11) . Orientation, though, is not even related to finer degrees of sorting since, in epithelial cells, two proteins with the same orientation (HA and VSV G protein) are distributed to different surfaces (apical and basolateral, respectively), whereas proteins with opposite orientation (HA and neuraminidase of influenza virus, and sucraseisomaltase) go to the same surface (apical) (Rodriguez-Boulan and Rodriguez-Boulan, 1983; Srinivas et al., 1983; see Table 11 ). In contrast to their role in lysosomal proteins, carbohydrates do not seem to be part of the Garoff and Soderlund (1978) ; ; ; (5) Dobberstein er al. (1979); sorting signals of plasma membrane glycoproteins, since they reach the cell surface-even the correct surface domain (apical or basolateral) in epithelial cells-in the presence of tunicamycin, an inhibitor of ASN-linked glycosylation (Gibson et al., 1978; Roth et al., 1979; Strous and Lodish, 1980; R. F. Green et al., 1981) . Ionophores, such as monensin, have been shown to inhibit the transport to the cell surface (Tartakoff and Vasalli, 1977 Lojda (1972) ; Kenny and Maroux (1982) ; (12) Kraehenbuhl and Kuhn (1978) : Solari and Kraehenbuhl (1984) ; Mostov e t a / . (1984) ; (13) Noda era/. (1982, 1983a,b) ; Claudio era/. Kaariainen ef uf., 1980; Tartakoff, 1983) , presumably by interfering with translocation within the Golgi (Griffiths et al., 1983) . Low temperature (20°C) blocks a later transport step, presumably at the level of post-Golgi vesicles ( M a t h and . Mutants of enveloped viruses in which membrane glycoproteins fail to reach the cell surface do not fit into a consistent pattern so far. Mutations of a vaccinia virus-coded surface glycoprotein which result in extra amino acids in the cytoplasmic domain are retained in the ER (Shida and Matsumoto, 1983 ) but deletion of the cytoplasmic domain of G protein (Rose and Bergman, 1982) , HA (Gething and Sambrook, 1981; Sveda et al., 1981) , or Semliki Forest virus glycoproteins (Garoff et af., 1983) by recombinant DNA technology does not affect their expression via the appropriate vectors (see Section IV,D). On the other hand, mutant cell lines which fail to produce p2microglobulin do not express HLA on the cell surface (Ploegh et al., 1979) . Since P,-microglobulin interacts with the ectoplasmic domain of HLA in the ER, this observation suggests a role for this domain in the sorting of HLA. Obviously, interpretation of any data as discussed above must take into account possible changes in conformation in the protein tertiary or even quaternary structure (since all integral membrane proteins seem to be in the state of, at least, dimers; see Table 11 ). Recent data on recombinant DNA work related to the sorting of viral envelope glycoproteins are discussed in Section IV,D.
F. Molecular Sorting, Endocytosis, and Membrane Recycling
Whereas some proteins (such as secretory proteins) undergo only one round of sorting during their biogenesis, it is clear that other proteins are subject to many rounds of recycling through various cellular compartments (and therefore, to many sorting events) during their lifetime. The best-known example are some plasma membrane glycoproteins, in particular various receptors to hormones, growth factors, and viruses, which are removed from the cell surface to be quickly incorporated into intracellular vesicles, called ''endosomes" or "receptosomes" Pastan and Willingham, 1983) , and recycled back to the plasmalemma. The physiological role of recycling through intracellular compartments, in addition to allowing the endocytosis of various types of molecules or particles, appears to be in many cases the dissociation of ligand from receptor (e.g., low-density lipoprotein, epidermal growth factor, asialoglycoprotein, and a,-macroglobulin receptors) or of an essential factor from its carrier protein (such as iron from transferrin), which allows the reutilization of the receptor or carrier protein for subsequent rounds of endocytosis or transport (Anderson and Kaplan, 1983) . Dissociation is triggered by the existence of a low pH (5-6) in the endosomal compartment (Tycko and Maxfield, 1982) , possibly generated by a special proton pump present in endosomes, coated vesicles, lysosomes, and even in the Golgi apparatus (Schneider, 1981; Forgac et al., 1983; Marsh et al., 1983; Glickman et al., 1983) .
In addition to this "receptor-mediated endocytosis" (Goldstein et al., 1979) , cells are able to interiorize large amounts of fluid and dissolved solutes by fluidphase pinocytosis. The magnitude of the movement of membrane material during these endocytic processes is very large: fibroblasts interiorize 0.9% and macrophages 3.1% of their cell surface every minute (Steinman e? al., 1976) . Most of the membrane returns to the cell surface, while the endocytosed fluid and solutes are delivered to the lysosomes, indicating the existence of sorting mechanisms operating at this level. Very little information is available, however, on how specific the movement of membrane material is (i.e., whether only some plasma membrane proteins are subject to recycling) and on what the forces responsible for this process are. Bretscher (1981) has shown that certain major cell surface proteins, such as theta and H63 antigens, appear not to be endocytosed and recycled.
Most of the information available on the routes of membrane internalization come from studies on receptor-mediated endocytosis. Upon ligand binding, receptors cluster in coated pits (or may be preclustered there) (Goldstein ef al., 1979; Anderson and Kaplan, 1983 ; see article by Wiley, this volume), are internalized in coated vesicles, and appear within seconds in uncoated vesicles (endocytic vesicles, "receptosomes," or "endosomes") (Wall et af., 1980; Helenius et al., 1983; Pastan and Willingham, 1983; Steinman et al., 1983) . These vesicles display saltatory movement in the cytoplasm and fuse in 2-20 minutes with lysosomes (Pastan and Willingham, 1983 ) in a process inhibited by incubation at temperatures below 20°C (Dunn et al., 1980) . The routes of membrane recycling vary according to the cell type. While many ligands and fluidphase proteins are delivered to the lysosomes, passage through the Golgi apparatus has been described (Herzog and Farquhar, 1977; Herzog and Miller, 1979; Farguhar, 1982; Pastan and Willingham, 1983) . In epithelial and endothelial cells, mechanisms exist to transfer proteins from one to the other side of the monolayer, bypassing the lysosomes. Examples of this process are the transfer of maternal IgG via Fc receptors from the luminal to the basal medium in newborn rat intestine and the transport of IgA via a membrane receptor that is cleaved and released as a complex with the immunoglobulin (secretory component) in various glandular epithelia (Rodewald, 1973 (Rodewald, , 1980 Kraehenbuhl and Kuhn, 1978; Mostov et al., 1984) .
From the viewpoint of this article, it is important to stress that many sorting steps take place during this movement of membrane material: sorting of plasma membrane proteins that enter into coated vesicles and endosomes from those that stay in the cell surface, sorting of receptor from ligand in the endosomes, sorting of endosomal membrane proteins from receptors that return to the cell surface, sorting of endosomal fluid phase proteins to the lysosomes, sorting of proteins transported across the monolayer from those delivered to the lysosomes in epithelial cells. Very little is known about the nature of the signals that mediate these sorting events. The best-known sorting signal for endocytosed ligands is also one of the best-characterized signals of exocytic processes: the mannose 6-P group of lysosomal hydrolases (Sly, 1982) . No common feature of recycling receptors has been found so far; carbohydrates do not appear to be involved (Brown et al., 1983) . Regarding the nature of the structures that recognize the sorting information in the proteins, a large amount of circumstantial evidence has established an important role for clathrin-coated vesicles (Anderson and Kaplan, 1983; Brown et al., 1983) . Geuze et al. (1983) have provided immunoelectron microscopic evidence indicating that, after dissociation from the ligand in the endosomes, receptors are segregated into a population of thin tubular vesicles designated by the acronym CURL (compartment of uncoupling of receptor and ligand). This mechanism provides a very simple possible explanation of how the bulk of the endosomal volume containing dissociated ligand destined to the lysosomes is segregated from the receptors, which return in small-volume vesicles to the cell surface.
Another important unsolved question is the extent to which the exocytic and endocytic pathways overlap. Do plasma membrane proteins being delivered from Golgi to the cell surface for the first time travel through the endosomal compartment? Recent data from our laboratory (Salas, unpublished results) indicate that anti-influenza hemagglutinin (HA) antibody incorporated into endosomal vesicles of MDCK cells fails to react with newly synthesized HA migrating to the cell surface, suggesting that the two pathways do not overlap.
IV. MODEL SYSTEMS FOR THE STUDY OF MOLECULAR SORTING IN EUKARYOTIC CELLS
A. Reconstitution Systems
A main advantage of reconstitution systems is that they permit direct studies of particular sorting steps. Improvements in cell fractionation, protein separation, and immunoprecipitation procedures in the last decade have made them possible. They are currently used to study the translocation of proteins into the ER or into the nonsecretory organelles (mitochondria, chloroplasts, nucleus) and the movement of proteins between Golgi subcompartments. Theoretically, they could be applied to the study of other sorting steps in the secretory pathway; the main limitation is imposed by the availability of pure subcellular fractions and recognizable biochemical modifications of the molecule under study in the target organelle.
In Vitro TRANSLATION-TRANSLOCATION SYSTEMS
The development of an in vitro translation system that translocated immunoglobulin light chains across dog pancreas microsomal membranes (Blobel and Dobberstein, 1975a,b) constituted a major step forward in the elucidation of the mechanisms responsible for protein translocation across the ER membrane. Further refined to allow synchronization of protein synthesis , it provided the first direct proof that the amino-terminal hydrophobic sequences of secretory proteins and integral membrane glycoproteins were somehow responsible for the translocation process. Other important findings with this system were the demonstration that core glycosylation and signal sequence cleavage were cotranslational , that some translocatable proteins that lacked cleavable signal sequences had internal segments responsible for vectorial discharge (Lingappa et ul., 1978; Braell and Lodish, 1982) , and that lysosomal hydrolases were synthesized as precursors and segregated into the ER lumen via signal sequences (Erickson and Blobel, 1979) . In recent years, a series of elegant experiments have demonstrated the existence of a ribonucleoprotein complex [the signal recognition particle (SRP)] Blobel, 1980, 1982) that arrests protein synthesis through an interaction with the ribosome and the signal sequence (Walter et al., 1981; Walter and Blobel, 1981 a,b) and mediates translocation through the ER membrane via attachment to an ER membrane protein (the signal recognition receptor or "docking protein") (Meyer and Dobberstein, 1980a,b; Gilmore et ul., 1982a,b; Meyer et al., 1982) .
The effect of a hydrophobic sequence spliced into secretory or cytosolic proteins was studied by Yost et d. (1983) , using a cell-free transcription-linked translation system and recombinant DNA technology. They utilized a hybrid gene coding for a chimeric secretory protein composed of 182 amino acids of bacterial pre-P-lactamase toward the N-terminus, and 142 amino acids of chimpanzee a-globin toward the C-terminus. When its mRNA, transcribed in vitro, was translated in a wheat germ system in the presence of dog pancreas micro-soma1 membranes, it directed the synthesis of a protein that was translocated into the microsomal lumen and had its signal sequence removed. Introduction of the anchor sequence of the membrane-bound form of IgM IJ. chain between the lactamase and the globin resulted in the synthesis of a protein that was also correctly translocated and had its signal peptide removed but remained membrane attached, with the lactamase portion facing the lumen and the globin portion exposed to the cytoplasm, a finding showing that the IgM sequence conserved its anchor function in spite of the long cytoplasmic domain. When the IgM anchor sequence was placed, instead, at the N-terminal end of a cytosolic fusion protein containing mainly globin sequences, the resulting protein was not membrane bound, indicating that the extra hydrophobic segment failed to function both as a signal sequence and as an anchor piece.
In vitro translocation systems have also been used to study the posttranslational transfer of proteins into chloroplasts (Dobberstein et al., 1977; Chua and Schmidt, 1979) , mitochondria (see Chua and Schmidt, 1979; Poyton, 1983 ; and article by Reid, this volume, for reviews), and peroxisomes (Goldman and Blobel, 1978) .
In Vitro SYSTEMS TO STUDY VESICULAR TRANSPORT BETWEEN ORGANELLES
Fries and Rothman have introduced a cell-free system to study the in vitro transport of a plasma membrane glycoprotein (the envelope glycoprotein G of vesicular stomatitis virus) to the Golgi apparatus (Fries and Rothman, 1980; Rothman and Fries, 1981) . Donor membranes were extracts of a mutant Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line infected with VSV. Because of the lack of UDP-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I, the G protein in these extracts has carbohydrate residues sensitive to the action of endoglycosidase H. Processing to the typical, endo H-resistant form was observed after addition of exogenous Golgi membranes. Although originally designed to study protein transfer from ER to Golgi, more controlled recent experiments suggest that the G protein is indeed being transported between two different sets of Golgi membranes . The process requires ATP and cytosolic factors.
In a similar line are the experiments by Altstiel and Branton (1983) involving the fusion in vitro of highly purified brain coated vesicles with purified kidney lysosomes. Fusion, followed by the activation of the nonfluorescent compound 6-carboxydiacetylfluorescein to the fluorescent 6-carboxyfluorescein by lysosomal hydrolases, was found to require free calcium and the stripping of the vesicular coat.
B. Genetic Systems
SECRETION MUTANTS IN YEAST
Schekman and his collaborators have developed a model system involving the use of mutants of Saccharomyces cerevisiae with temperature-sensitive defects in secretory steps, with the aim of identifying the full range of cell functions required for intracellular protein transport (see Schekman, 1982 , for a review). The yeast cell surface consists of three layers: a cell wall (consisting of mannoproteins and polysaccharides), a periplasm, and a plasmalemma. Except for small-molecular-weight toxins secreted in the medium, most of the secreted enzymes accumulate in the periplasm. These are exocytosed at the same surface point where new material is added to the surface for bud growth (Tkacz and Lampen, 1972; Field and Schekman, 1980) ; presumably the same exocytic vesicles are used for surface and secreted molecules (Novick and Schekman, 1983) . A strilung feature of yeast is the low level of secretory organelles detected by electron microscopy, which correlates with a fast intracellular transport and small precursor pools of secreted proteins (Novick and Schekman, 1979; Novick et al., 1981) .
Based on the observation that ts secretory mutants are denser than normal cells when incubated at the nonpermissive temperature (37°C) more than 200 sec mutants were isolated; these fell into two major classes: A and B, with 23 and 4 loci, respectively (Novick ef al., 1980; Ferro-Novick et al., 1984a,b) . In all mutants, secretion and surface growth stopped at 37°C. Group A sec mutants continued to synthesize and accumulate active secretory enzymes; interestingly, accumulation resulted in the exaggeration of the specific organelle behind the block (ER, Golgi-like, vesicles), where acid phosphatase (a secretory enzyme) could be detected by immunocytochemistry. Class B sec mutants produce enzymatically inactive forms of invertase and acid phosphatase; in two of them (sec53 and sec59) immunorreactive forms of invertase are found embedded in the ER membrane, presumably as a consequence of a defect in function required for the completion of translocation (Ferro-Novick et al., 1984a,b) . Studies of double sec mutants demonstrated the following sequence of mutant functions: B-A (ER)-A (Golgi bodies)-A (vesicles), in which the mutants at the left are epistatic to the other mutants. Glycosylation of yeast glycoproteins apparently proceeds in two compartmentalized steps, similar to those observed in mammalian cells: addition of an Nlinked GlcNAc,-Man, core in the ER and of an outer chain of up to 150 mannose residues, presumably in the Golgi apparatus (Esmon et al., 1980; Lehle et al., 1979) . Transport to the cell surface of several glycoproteins with asparaginelinked carbohydrates is not inhibited by tunicamycin (Novick and Schekman, 1983) . Mutants with a defect in the exit from the ER accumulate glycoproteins with only the core oligosaccharide. Transport of carboxypeptidase Y to the yeast vacuole, a lysosome analog, is, unlike its transport in mammalian cells, independent of carbohydrates (Hasilik and Tanner, 1978; Onishi et al., 1979) . It is affected in class B and class A Golgi or pre-Golgi mutants but not in mutants that accumulate (post-Golgi) smooth vesicles (Schekman, 1982) .
LOW-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN RECEPTOR MUTANTS
Familial hypercholesterolemia is a rather frequent disease in humans and is caused by defects in the function of the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor of fibroblasts and other cell types ). This receptor system has provided very important insights on the mechanisms of receptormediated endocytosis and the role of coated pits in the movement of membrane material. After binding of LDL at 4°C the receptors appear randomly distributed on the cell surface; a few minutes after warming to 37"C, the receptors cluster in coated pits and are interiorized within coated vesicles. Under the influence of low pH, the LDLs dissociate from the receptors, presumably in the endosomes Anderson and Kaplan, 1983) , and are transferred to the lysosomes for degradation. The receptors are recycled back to the cell surface. Two major genetic defects have been described as causes of familial hyper-cholesterolemia: a receptor with a very decreased binding capacity and a receptor that has a normal binding capacity but is unable to cluster in the coated pits (and, therefore, to be interiorized).
GENES OF SECRETORY AND MEMBRANE-BOUND IMMUNOGLOBULINS
Lymphocytes at different stages of development express genes for secretory or membrane-bound immunoglobulins. Attachment to the membrane in the bound JgM forms is carried out by hydrophobic extra segments in the carboxy-terminal ends (Vassalli et al., 1979; Kehry et al., 1980; Singer and Williamson, 1980 ; see Table 11 ). Both forms are coded by the same genomic arrangement of exons and introns, which generates two different mRNAs upon differential processing of the RNA transcript . Thus, this system provides an interesting natural example of the role of hydrophobic extra segments in membrane attachment. A similar idea has been explored by deleting the transmembrane segment of integral glycoproteins through recombinant DNA technology (see Section IV,D).
LYSOSOMAL PROTEIN MISLOCATION MUTANTS
I-cell disease (mucolipidosis 11) and pseudo-Hurler polydystrophy (mucolipidosis 111) are autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disorders characterized by various skeletal and mental abnormalities and eventually a fatal course (McKusik et al., 1972) . A main biochemical feature of these diseases is a high level of lysosomal hydrolases in serum. Cells from these patients show decreased intracellular activities of hydrolases. The biochemical defect appears to be a deficiency of UDP-N-acetylglucosaminylphosphotransferase, which prevents the generation of the phosphomannosyl recognition marker of lysosomal enzymes (Reitman et al., 1981; Hasilik et al., 1981) needed for the transfer from Golgi apparatus to the lysosomes. As a consequence, the enzymes are secreted. Lack of the marker prevents the uptake of lysosomal enzymes from the medium (Hickman and Neufeld, 1972; McKusik et al., 1972) . Secretion of lysosomal enzymes can also be observed if the synthesis of carbohydrates is inhibited by tunicamycin (von Figura et al., 1979) .
C. Other Systems
THE GLYCOPROTEINS OF ENVELOPED RNA VIRUSES
A group of plasma membrane glycoproteins, the envelope proteins of enveloped RNA viruses, have proved to be excellent model systems for studies on the biogenesis of plasma membrane glycoproteins (Lenard and Compans, 1974; Katz et al., 1977; Lenard, 1978; Lodish et af., 1981) . Several experimental advantages have contributed to their popularity: ( I ) They are produced in large amounts by the infected cells (which allows their easy detection in the cytoplasmic precursor pools).
(2) They are processed by cellcoded mechanisms (since the small virus genomes code only for essential viral replicative functions). (3) cDNA complementary to their genomes is relatively easy to obtain and to clone. Therefore, the complete primary structure is known for many viral glycoproteins. Viral envelope glycoproteins have provided an invaluable tool to elucidate the steps and mechanisms involved in the processing of ASN-linked carbohydrates of glycoproteins (see Parodi and Leloir, 1979; Lennarz, 1980 , for reviews). Improvements in immunoprecipitation and cell fractionation procedures have allowed the extension of these studies to cellular plasma membrane glycoproteins.
POLARIZED BUDDING OF VIRUSES FROM EPITHELIAL CELLS
Epithelial cells infected with enveloped RNA viruses provide an additional advantage for the study of sorting of plasma membrane proteins, since viral glycoproteins may be addressed to one of two possible surface destinations. Enveloped viruses bud with striking polarity from the plasmalemma of polarized epithelial cells: influenza virus, Sendai virus, and Simian virus 5 are assembled from the apical surface of Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells, a polarized epithelial line (Misfeldt et al., 1976; Cereijido et al., 1978) , whereas VSV is selectively produced from the basolateral surface (Rodriguez-Boulan and Rodriguez-Boulan, 1983) . Polarized budding is preceded, and apparently determined, by the asymmetric insertion of viral glycoproteins into the surface later used for budding (Rodriguez-Boulan and Pendergast, 1980) . Influenza hemagglutinin expressed in epithelial cells from a cloned cDNA fragment via SV40 vectors is also asymmetrically distributed (Roth et af., 1983) , a finding indicating that nucleocapsid and matrix viral proteins are not necessary for its polarity. Thus, viral glycoproteins share with cellular plasma membrane proteins the sorting signals and biogenetic mechanisms that determine their segregation into different surface domains of epithelial cells.
Neither tunicamycin nor the use of lectin-resistant mutants of MDCK cells or of mutants of influenza virus defective in the neuraminidase alters the polarity of virus budding (Roth er al., 1979; R. F. Green et al., 1981; Meiss et al., 1982) .
Thus, unlike the mechanism for lysosomal hydrolases, carbohydrates are not part of the sorting signals for viral glycoprotein surface segregation in epithelial cells.
The intracellular pathways of HA and VSV G protein (respectively an apical and a basolateral glycoprotein) are the same until, at least, the Golgi apparatus, as determined by double-labeling immunoelectron microscopy experiments on cells double-infected with influenza and VSV (Rindler et al., 1982 (Rindler et al., , 1984 . After passage through the Golgi, HA is detected in a population of small vesicles that are about twice the size of coated vesicles and that occupy the apical half of the cytoplasm . G protein appears to be predominantly localized into a different population of vesicles in the lower half of the cytoplasm of MDCK cells (Salas and Rodriguez-Boulan, unpublished results) . Monensin inhibits the production of the basolateral virus VSV but only delays the production of the apical virus influenza (Alonso and Compans, 1981; Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 1984) . Treatment with cytochalasin D or colchicine does not alter the polarized viral budding, a finding indicating that microtubules or microfilaments (at least those sensitive to the drugs) are not involved in polarized viral budding (Salas et al., 1985) . Furthermore, addition of anti-HA antibody only to the basolateral surface of confluent MDCK monolayers do not affect the production of influenza virus or the delivery of HA to the apical surface (Misek et al., 1984) . These experiments suggest that apical and basolateral glycoproteins are segregated at the level of the Golgi apparatus, by the incorporation into different sets of vesicles that fuse directly with the respective target domains in the cell surface.
There is experimental evidence, however, indicating that some sorting of epithelial plasma membrane proteins may occur at the cell surface. Experiments by M a t h et al. (1983) and Pesonen and Simons (1983) show that, after fusion of VSV to the apical surface of MDCK cells, the G protein is interiorized and quickly redistributed to the basolateral domain. Rodewald (1 973) has previously shown that IgG is transported from the apical to the basolateral domain of newborn rat intestinal cells by receptor-mediated endocytosis; the fluid marker horseradish peroxidase, added simultaneously to the apical medium, is transported, however, to the lysosomes (Abrahamson and Rodewald, 1981) . Transport of IgA in the opposite direction via a specific receptor by several epithelia is well documented (see Kraehenbuhl and Kuhn, 1978, for a review) . This receptor is used only once; available evidence suggests that it is delivered first to the basolateral membrane, where it binds IgA, and then migrates to the apical surface, where it is cleaved by specific proteases and released to the medium complexed with IgA (Solari and Kraehenbuhl, 1984) . Mostov et al. (1984) have cloned DNA complementary to IgA receptor mRNA and determined its complete primary structure (its main features are summarized in Table 11 ); an interesting observation derived from this study is the finding of amino acid sequences homologous to immunoglobulin chains. Hauri et al. (1979) have proposed, on the basis of pulse-chase analysis of subcellular fractions, that sucrase-isomaltase, an apical glycoprotein in intestinal epithelium, is first inserted in the basolateral membrane, retrieved, and then transported to the apical surface. However, since the contamination of basolateral membrane fractions with Golgi membranes, or other post-Golgi vesicles, cannot be discarded, these results must be interpreted with caution. The preceding data taken together strongly suggest the existence of mechanisms to relocate molecules from one surface to the other in epithelial cells, mechanisms which may contribute to surface polarity.
The role of tight junctions and substrate attachment on epithelial polarity has been investigated. Isolated epithelial cells in suspension culture lose, to a large extent, their surface polarity (Pisam and Ripoche, 1976; Ziomek et al., 1980; Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 1983) . Attachment to a substrate, however, results in the recovery of the ability to sustain polarized viral budding by MDCK cells, even in the absence of complete tight junctions . The polarity of thyroid cells in monolayer culture can be changed by polymerization of a collagen gel on top of the cells (Chambard er a/., 1981) . Thus, the interaction with substrate material, which most probably causes a restriction in the mobility of specific surface receptors, reorganizes the epithelial cell surface and contributes to the sorting of the plasma membrane glycoproteins. Complete surface segregation, however, may require the existence of functional tight junctions.
ENVELOPED VIRUSES THAT BUD FROM INTERNAL MEMBRANES
Two groups of RNA viruses bud from internal membranes: coronaviruses and rotaviruses (Holmes, 1983; Stunnan and Holmes, 1983) .
Coronaviruses bud into intracytoplasmic vesicles from the RER and Golgi. One member of the group, mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) possess two glycoproteins: El, which is the matrix protein and is a transmembrane glycoprotein with its N-terminus facing the outside of the virion and the C-terminus associated with the nucleocapsid, and E2, which is the spike protein and forms the peplomers on the virion surface, incorporated late in the assembly. Tunicamycin blocks the glycosylation of E2, which has 8 N-linked carbohydrate moiety, but not of E l , which has only 0-linked oligosaccharides. Glycosylation of E2 occurs during its cotranslational translocation, via a signal sequence, across the ER membrane. E 1 does not present a cleavable signal sequence and apparently is directed toward the membrane by an internal hydrophobic sequence. Glycosylation of E 1 occurs late, in the Golgi, and is blocked by monensin, which produces accumulation of enveloped virions in RER vesicles. It seems that the site of budding is determined by inability of El to exit from the RER. Similar results were obtained with bovine and human coronaviruses, but avian infectious bronchitis virus presents N-linked oligosaccharides in both glycoproteins.
Knowledge about rotavirus assembly is far from complete. Different laboratories do not agree on how many of the proteins that have a synthesis directed by the viral genome are structural. Mature virions present a double protein capsid; the outer capsid can be removed by calcium-chelating agents (EDTA or EGTA), thereby rendering the virions unable to infect cells. There is no general agreement among investigators about the detailed composition of the capsids; it is accepted that the inner capsid contains at least one major and two minor proteins (p116, p96, and p42) and that the major component of the outer capsid is a glycoprotein (gp34), together with a nonglycosylated protein (p84) which is cleaved after the virions are released from the cell into peptides (p62 and p28). Several groups would add two or three proteins to the inner capsid and one or two to the outer capsid. In infected cells the synthesis of viral components takes place in viral inclusions, defined by electron microscopy, called ' 'viroplasm" which are similar to the "virus factories" in reovirus-infected cells. Single-shelled virions (i.e., virions containing only the inner capsid) bud from the RER membranes into the lumen and possess a lipid bilayer envelope ( "pseudoenvelope") that has to be eliminated to allow the formation of the outer capsid. The viral genome codes for two glycoproteins: gp34, a component of the outer capsid, and gp25, apparently a nonstructural component. Both glycoproteins are found inserted in the RER membrane, and both possess endoglycosidase H-sensitive carbohydrate moieties. The elimination of the pseudoenvelope needs the synthesis of a glycosylated component; in infected cells treated with tunicamycin, the pseudoenvelopes remain around all the particles in the RER vesicles; and upon lysis of the cells, virions with only the inner capsid are released. It has been postulated that the calcium concentration within the RER lumen is sufficient to allow the assembly of the outer capsid upon removal of the pseudoenvelope, but still, the mechanism of translocation across the RER membrane of the nonglycosylated protein(s) of the outer capsid remains unexplored.
SORTING INTO CONSTITUTIVE OR REGULATED PATHWAYS
Kelly and his colleagues have presented evidence that AtT-20, a mouse pituitary tumor line that secretes adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) and 6-endorphin through a regulated pathway, externalizes a plasma membrane glycoprotein and a high-molecular-weight precursor of both hormones via a different constitutive pathway (Gumbiner and Kelly, 1982; Moore et al., 1983a) . Different vesicles appear to be mediating both types of secretion. Chloroquine, which raises the pH of intracellular vesicles, blocks the storage of newly synthesized ACTH into secretory granules and instead diverts it to the outside of the cell via the constitutive pathway (Moore et al., 1983b) . This is similar to previous observations with lysosomal hydrolases, which are secreted in the presence of chloroquine (Gonzalez-Noriega et al., 1980) .
RECEPTOR SORTING DURING ENDOCYTOSIS
This subject has been extensively reviewed (see, for example, Brown et al., 1983; Anderson and Kaplan, 1983 ; and articles by Wiley and Schneider et al., this volume).
D. Recombinant DNA Technology Applied to the Study of Protein Sorting
The relatively new technologies of molecular cloning and genetic engineering, in combination with the availability of efficient vectors for the expression of cloned genes in eukaryotic cells, have introduced the possibility of studying (and eventually modifying) at the molecular level the nature of protein-sorting signals.
Copy DNA genes need to be ligated to a promoter recognized by eukaryotic polymerase in order to be expressed in eukaryotic cells. A variety of expression vectors carrying viral promoters and other regulatory sequences have been used successfully (see Gluzman, 1982; Rigby, 1982) . They were derived from different eukaryotic viruses: SV40, adeno-, papilloma-, and retroviruses. They fall into two main classes: plasmid-type and virus-type vectors. Plasrnid vectors are introduced by transfection, a process usually resulting in transient expression of the gene by a small percentage (< 10%) of the cells. On the other hand, infection with viral vectors results in almost all cells expressing the gene at high levels.
The most popular viral vector has been SV40 for obvious reasons: the circular genome is relatively small and its complete sequence is known, the promoters and splicing sites have been accurately mapped, all the structural genes have been identified, and it is easy to purify (Elder et al., 1981) .
The first report of successful expression of a viral membrane protein using a recombinant vector was published in 1981 by Moriarty et al. (1981) . A genomic fragment of hepatitis B virus containing the coding sequence for the viral surface antigen (HBA) was incorporated into a defective SV40 genome and used to transfect African green monkey kidney (AGMK) cells previously infected at the nonpermissive temperature with an SV40 early rs mutant in order to obtain a stock recombinant virus. Infection of AGMK cells with this stock virus resulted in the production of HBA by 45% of the cells as judged by immunofluorescence. HBA was released into the medium in 22-nm particles and filaments identical to those found in sera of human patients. Three different groups introduced cDNA genes from influenza's HA in defective SV40 genomes Sambrook, 1981, 1982; Sveda and Lai, 1981; Sveda et al., 1982; Hartman et al., 1982) . By immunofluorescence, HA was detected in a Golgi-like perinuclear area and in the plasma membrane (Sveda and Lai, 1981; Sveda el al., 1982; Hartman et al., 1982) , where it conferred on the infected cells the ability to agglutinate erythrocytes (Gething and Sambrook, 1981 ; Sveda et al., 1982) . SDS-PAGE analysis of immunoprecipitates showed the presence of a band with the same mobility as mature HA.
Constructs of HA were engineered to study the influence of the signal sequence and of the anchor sequence on the fate of HA. A signal-minus construct coded for a nonglycosylated HA, a result suggesting that this mutant protein was not translocated across the ER membrane (Gething and Sambrook, 1982) . Other constructs were developed lacking segments coding for the C-terminal portion of HA, including the anchor sequence (Sveda et al., 1982; Gething and Sambrook, 1982) . These anchor-minus proteins were glycosylated and secreted, although with somewhat lower intracellular transport rates than the complete HA. Some contradictions between the results of these two groups may probably be attributed to differences in the size of the C-terminal deletions. Rose and Bergmann (1982) microinjected into the nuclei of L cells a complete cDNA gene of the VSV G protein ligated to a plasmid vector, pSV2, under the control of the early SV40 promoter (Mulligan and Berg, 1980) . The surface and intracellular immunofluorescence pattern resembled the one described above for HA. An anchor-minus mutant G protein, expressed via a plasmid vector carrying late SV40 promoter sequences, pJCll9 (Sprague et al., 1983) , introduced by transfection, was secreted from the cells with a half-time of 2-4 hours, much longer than the intracellular transit time of the wild-type G, which reaches the plasma membrane 30 minutes after synthesis (Knipe et al., 1977b; Strous and Lodish, 1980; Bergman et al., 1981) . Intending to further define the roles of the anchor sequence and the cytoplasmic domain in the intracellular migration of G, the same investigators engineered a series of mutants with different deletions of the C-terminal segment (Rose and Bergman, 1983) . Absence of the cytoplasmic domain or addition of extra amino acids resulted to a failure to exit from the ER or Golgi; deletion of half of the cytoplasmic tail delayed the transport to the surface by about 3 hours.
Influenza virus neuraminidase (NA) is inserted in the membrane by its Nterminal hydrophobic region, the rest of the protein facing the external domain (see Table 11 ; Blok et al., 1982) . It possesses two hydrophobic regions: the one at its N-terminus is composed of 29 amino acids and apparently has a dual role of signal peptide and anchor sequence; the other is internal and its function is unknown. Davis et al. (1983) have reported expression of a NA cDNA gene ligated to an SV40 defective genome. Immunofluorescence experiments showed staining of perinuclear structures and the cell surface of infected cells. Kondor-Koch et al. (1982) introduced a full length cDNA of the complete genome of Semliki Forest virus (SFV) in pSV2 and microinjected it into the nuclei of BHK cells. Immunofluorescence experiments detected viral capsid protein and viral protein El distributed diffusely throughout the cytoplasm, while protein p62 (precursor of the viral membrane glycoproteins E2 and E3) presented the same pattern as described above for glycoproteins of other viruses. By blocking further protein synthesis with cycloheximide, they were able to chase the migration of the immunoreactive product from ER-like to Golgi-like structures and to the cell surface. In further experiments using a modified vector, they obtained synthesis and transport of both El and E2 viral proteins to the cell surface (Kondor-Koch e t a / . , 1983) and were able to show that El is responsible for the fusogenic activity of the virion at low pH. They also engineered mutants of E2 glycoprotein (Garoff ef a / . , 1983) , deleting different amounts (up to twothirds) of the cytoplasmic domain, and showed that all of them migrate to the cell surface apparently with the same kinetics as the wild type.
All the results mentioned above confirm that lack of the anchor sequence in a plasma membrane protein results in the eventual secretion of a normally glycosylated smaller protein. These experiments not only demonstrate the membrane attachment role of the anchor sequence, but also strongly indicate that both membrane and secreted forms share the same intracellular migration pathway, at least up to the terminal glycosylation site, the Golgi apparatus. As for the cytoplasmic domain, its role in intracellular migration of plasma membrane glycoproteins is still obscure. Its removal may or may not affect transport, according to the protein. It can be presumed that at least some of the effects described may be related to changes in protein conformation secondary to modifications in the C-terminal end.
Zuniga et a f . (1983) have engineered mutations in a genomic clone coding for a class I antigen of the mouse major histocompatibility complex. They obtained two mutants lacking different portions of the cytoplasmic domain. When these mutants were introduced into L cells via calcium phosphate, they produced transplantation antigen located in the cell surface, as determined by radioimmunoassay. The antigen was completely functional, as judged by the ability of the cells displaying it to serve as target in specific cytotoxicity assays.
Roth et al.
(1 983) published the first report of polarized expression of influenza's HA coded by a cDNA gene in polarized epithelial cells. They infected primary AGMK cells plated at high density with a recombinant SV40 virus; and in cell patches that presented characteristics of polarized epithelium they observed by immunoelectron microscopy HA inserted preferentially in the apical surface. Because neither the matrix protein nor influenza nucleocapsids were present in the infected cells, this experiment clearly shows that the information directing HA to the apical surface is included in its amino acid sequence. Recently, a rhesus monkey kidney cell line, MA-104, has been shown to generate transepithelial electrical resistances of over 100 cm2, to sustain polarized budding of influenza and VSV and to express influenza HA preferentially on the apical surface upon infection with SV40 vectors carrying the HA gene (Gundersen, Roth, Gething, Sambrook, and Rodriguez-Boulan, unpublished observations) . Vectors carrying chimeric genes coding for hybrids of apical and basolateral glycoproteins have been generated and are being tested in the MA-104 system for possible changes in the localization of HA that may throw light on the protein domain carrying the information for its apical segregation.
V. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
Work in recent years has started to unravel the complex mechanisms that eukaryotic cells use to sort and distribute their proteins to the site of function. Two of the "sorting signals" that participate in this process have been identified: the signal sequence, which is employed in translocation across the ER membrane of proteins destined for the different segments of the secretory pathway and for exocytosis, and the mannose 6-P residues of lysosomal proteins, which are responsible for their targeting to lysosomes. Substantial progress has been made in the characterization of the receptors for these two sorting signals. However, very little is known about the mechanisms that mediate the localization and concentration of specific proteins and lipids within organelles. Various experimental model systems have become available for their study. The advent of recombinant DNA technology has shortened the time needed for obtaining the primary structure of proteins to a few months. Consequently, there are now several membrane proteins, including some receptors, the primary sequences of which are known, and the list is increasing every month. This information, in combination with new and more efficient methods to reintroduce and express genes into cells, makes it possible to plan strategies to identify the protein domains involved in sorting; these, eventually, could be used to identify the "sorters" themselves. The ultimate knowledge of the mechanisms that the cell uses to distribute its components is not only an important aspect of cell biology but may also bear significant practical relevance for the treatment of some genetic and oncogenic disorders.
